M.2 NVMe + M.2 SATA 80mm SSD PCIe x4 Adapter with Heat Sink (PCIE-M20802HS)

Features:
- Heat sink kit to prevent overheating
- Supports two M.2 SSDs simultaneously
- Compatible with M.2 SSD up to 80mm length
- Converts one M.2 (M key) SSD to PCIe x4 interface
- Converts a second M.2 (B key) into SATA interface
- Gold-clad surface mounting to conduct and dissipate heat
- Low-profile bracket included

Specifications/Contents:
Model: PCIE-M20802HS
Interface: PCIe x4 and SATA III
M.2 SSD Key: NVMe or AHCI (M Key); SATA III (B Key)
Number of Drives: 2
M.2 SSD Size: 30mm, 42mm, 60mm, 80mm
OS support: Windows 7/8/8.1/10, Mac OS 10.2.8 or above, Linux
Box contents: PCIe x4 adapter, high and low-profile bracket, heat sink, thermal pad x3, mounting screws